Chapter 2
Fighting Creative Illiteracy

Creative Skills Constitute the New Cultural Techniques of Twenty-First Century Innovation Societies
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Abstract Illiteracy with regard to art and creativity damages a society to the same extent as illiteracy regarding the written word. Today, specialization, productivity and efficiency have become the predominant aspirations, not just with regard to industrial production, but also with growing intensity and speed in the sciences. Universities have been forced to look first at evaluation figures instead of values and content. Quantification and rankings based on quantitative indicators are the main topics in higher education policy. However, history shows clearly how the power of science and the arts can multiply when the two enter into a constructive exchange in awareness of both their own strengths and identity, but also of the synergetic potential for social effects above and beyond citation indices and artistic market rankings. Innovation is increasingly becoming the new no.1 political slogan but is meant mainly as a cure for the economy.

Knowledge is not only growing in volume, but is also playing an ever-greater role in the development of our societies. In the meantime, the expansion of knowledge per se has become somewhat more of a problem rather than a solution. Without a sufficient number of functional knowledge synapses, irrespective of their height, the know-how towers remain isolated and self-referencing. Now the task is to further expand the canon of cultural techniques by the addition of creative skills.

In the post-industrial societies creativity should replace shareholder value as the guiding societal value. Creative literacy has to be spread throughout the entire society. Quantification must be banished as an inappropriate scale for assessing universities. The educational system and social life must be infiltrated and penetrated with the arts. Teaching, learning, research and dissemination of art and science need to be reconnected again. An innovation society has to focus on educating specialists in de-fragmentation.
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In his breath-taking book “The Swerve: How the world became modern”, Steven Greenblatt tells the story of how the recovery of an ancient poem, Titus Lucretius Carus’ manuscript “De rerum natura”, developed into one of the sparks that ignited the Renaissance:

When it occurred, nearly six hundred years ago, the key moment was muffled and almost invisible, tucked away behind walls in a remote place. . . . A short, genial, cannily alert man in his late thirties reached out one day, took a very old manuscript off a library shelf, saw with excitement what he had discovered, and ordered that it be copied. That was all; but it was enough. . . . The finding of a lost book does not ordinarily figure as a thrilling event, but behind that one moment was the arrest and imprisonment of a pope, the burning of heretics, and a great culture-wide explosion of interest in pagan antiquity. When it returned to full circulation after a millennium, much of what the work said about a universe formed out of the clash of atoms in an infinite void seemed absurd. But those very things that first were deemed both impious and nonsensical turned out to be the basis for the contemporary rational understanding of the entire world. What is at stake is not only the startling recognition of key elements of modernity in antiquity . . .

Greenblatt stresses that naturally one single event in isolation could not have been responsible for such a massive and revolutionary change to the world like that produced by the Renaissance. Nonetheless, the poem from Lucretius Carus did play a key part in the history of the development of the Renaissance, a history that was to change both humankind’s consciousness and its role in the world. Furthermore, he finds it particularly astonishing that of all people it was a poet, who through his work and specific type of poetic thinking and formulation was able to at least partly influence the course of history in such a lasting manner. “More surprising, perhaps, is the sense, driven home by every page of “On the Nature of Things”, that the scientific vision of the world – a vision of atoms randomly moving in an infinite universe – was in its origins imbued with a poet’s sense of wonder.” This “sense of wonder” is indeed a central element in the creative skills, which from all sides and especially from the worlds of politics, business and industry, are invoked as being an indispensable qualification for the creative and innovation society of the twenty-first century.

However, when one considers the parameters and the active players in the age of the Renaissance, then the role of the arts in this multi-causal constellation ceases to be such a revelation. The interweaving and interlocking of secular and clerical power politics, trading interests, science and the arts was of major significance, even though it is not always possible to say when and which of these spheres of influence represented the predominant social yardstick at any one time. Whatever the case, they all had a social effect, particularly in concert, and this also applies to the arts. There is such a thing as the power of art and it derives from the capacity of
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creative persons to conjure up astonishment and thus facilitate changes of both thought and action.

In the light of art’s current position which demonstrates marginalization with regard to broad social relevance and interest, but displays a disproportionate focus on economic effects, it would appear to be especially remarkable that art, or what is recognized as art by the ruling, economics-dominated system, possesses less social influence in democratically organized societies than in their autocratic, secular or clerical counterparts.

In his book “Die Kraft der Kunst”, Christoph Menke addresses this apparent contradiction: “In the modern world, there has never been more art and art has never been more visible, present and socially influential than at the moment. At the same time, art has never before represented such an integral part of the social process as it does today, but only as one of the many forms of communication that define art; as a goods item, an opinion, an insight, a judgement, an action... Never before and never to such an extent was the aesthetic simultaneously merely a resource in the economic utilization process, whether directly as a productive force, or indirectly as a means of recuperation from productive endeavours. Therefore, the social omnipresence of art goes hand in hand with the steady loss of what we can call its aesthetic strength.”  

However, in reality this contradiction is actually only ostensive. Because it makes a difference if art has the role of a commodity which can be replaced by an alternative commodity, or if art is a carrier of values, identities and meanings. To take part in the production, use and transmission of values within a society by and through the arts it is necessary that the languages of the arts can be read. Illiteracy with regard to art and creativity damages a society to the same extent as illiteracy regarding the written word.

When Max Horkheimer and Theodor W. Adorno were writing about the “illiterate principals” in our society they obviously referred to this kind of illiteracy: the inability to creative and therefore innovative thinking and acting. And they also describe the impacts and consequences this illiteracy causes.

In former times, like Kant and Hume, they signed letters with “Your humble servant” while undermining the foundations of throne and altar. Today, they are on first name terms with the heads of government and with regard to every artistic movement are subservient to the judgement of their illiterate superiors!

2.1 What Has Happened to Our Societies?

Why does the idea that a poem or another work of art might be able to change the world, as was the case with Lucretius Carus’ “De rerum natura”, currently appear to be so scurrilous? In actual fact, it was not the poem as such that produced such a
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significant shift in the course of world history, as this effect was only possible due to
the interplay between scientific, political and economic forces. Nonetheless, the arts
were always present as a type of connective and reinforcing element in this power
triangle.

In 2011, the following could be read in the “Stanford Social Innovation
Review”: “Welcome to a nation unable to solve its problems, incapable of civil
discourse, bogged down in a morass of multicultural conflict, and lagging behind
the global innovation marketplace. Just look forward a generation or two, and this
will be America if we do not address the dearth of investment in art and imaginative
capacity.”

Today, and not only in the USA, specialization, productivity and efficiency have
become the predominant aspirations, not just with regard to industrial production,
but also with growing intensity and speed in the sciences. As “The Economist”
recently wrote:

“The obligation to “publish or perish” has come to rule over academic life.”

The journal went on to add: “Too many of the findings that fill the academic ether are the result of
shoddy experiments or poor analysis. A rule of thumb among biotechnology venture
capitalists is that half of published research cannot be replicated. Even that may be
optimistic.” Speed kills quality and thus severely damages both the standards and the
image of academic institutions. The pressure for greater productivity and the exclusive
personal classification of research results is increasingly leading to professional special-
ization, the formation of niches and the systematic avoidance of communications and
exchanges of information, as these might result in a competitive disadvantage.

Universities have become used, or have been forced, to look first at evaluation
figures instead of values and content. Quantification and rankings based on quan-
titative indicators are the main topics in higher education policy. Universities
advertise their recent standings in national and international university rankings.
If they lose ground in these ratings, or if they are unranked, they become subject to
major difficulties in terms of institutional identity and economic stability. As the
existing rankings seem to give preferential treatment to universities from the USA
and Asia, the European Union is now about to design a similar ranking system and
thus introduce the same concepts and mechanisms for the future development of its
universities. These will result in the quantifying of intellectual performance and
thus the necessary neglect of those areas that owing to their self-understanding
and/or specific subject-related knowledge production processes can only submit
partially, if at all, to quantification.

The dominant, global ranking systems for universities (Shanghai and THE
rankings) were and are subject to the suspicion of promoting hegemonial interests
in an (education-related) political regard, as their influence on educational policy at
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7 http://articles.washingtonpost.com/2012-11-14/local/35505709_1_class-rankings-college-rank
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governmental and university level has (in combination with other factors) altered the understanding of the nature and task of university education worldwide.\(^9\)

The logic of production processes, the functionality of which demands the measurability of working procedures and results as a prerequisite, is steadily infiltrating educational policy theory and practice. Indeed, the European Union has defined “The role of the Universities in the Europe of Knowledge”\(^{10}\) entirely in this spirit by linking it clearly with a contribution to Europe’s economic policy success and thus burying Humboldt’s educational ideals as a paradigmatic consequence.

The universities of art and academies have not been spared entirely from this educational trend towards the quantification of performance and hence the orientation of their teaching and learning processes towards efficiency criteria, but they have been affected to a lesser extent than their scientific counterparts. This may have something to do with Eliot Eisner’s pithy, analytical statement that: “The arts . . . have little room on their agenda for efficiency, at least as a high-level value. Efficiency is largely a virtue for the tasks we don’t like to do; few of us like to eat a great meal efficiently, or to participate in a wonderful conversation efficiently, or indeed to make love efficiently.”\(^{11}\)

In recent decades, we have increasingly tended to believe in the slogan: “If the economy is doing well, we all are doing well.” We have become accustomed to the argument that economic growth is the father of all things such as new and cheaper services and products, social welfare, personal happiness, democracy, world peace, and last, but by no means least, victories in elections. And we all remember the successful slogan, “It’s the economy, stupid!” with which, consciously or not, Bill Clinton’s war room (what a term!) transferred and transformed Heraclitus’ notion that, “War is the father of all things!” to the twentieth century.

Buckminster Fuller noted that until 1900 human knowledge doubled approximately every century.\(^{12}\) However, by the end of World War II knowledge was doubling every 25 years and today human knowledge is doubling roughly every 13 months.

Increasing research specialization represents both the cause and effect of this knowledge explosion. As a result, in the academic world we are facing massive
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10 “Europe needs excellence in its universities, to optimize the processes which underpins the knowledge-society and meet the target, set out by the European Council in Lisbon, of becoming the most competitive and dynamic knowledge-based economy in the world.” Communication from the Commission – The role of the universities in the Europe of knowledge/COM/2003/0058 final, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=CELEX:52003 DC0058:EN:HTML


subject fragmentation. Universities have become an environment in which highly specialized experts compete to obtain points for their citation index and we are all aware of the strategy of splitting research results in order to increase the number of publications. Separation, demarcation and fragmentation constitute the story that scientific history seeks to tell us. And although the terms transdisciplinarity and interdisciplinarity now occur with greater frequency in a growing number of publications, and even more often during pleasant discussions, effective research collaboration between different disciplines remains an exception. It certainly does not fit comfortably into the current academic system, which is driven to a large extent by competition between institutions, disciplines and individuals.

The consequence of this development is an increasing trend towards self-referencing in the sciences. This has nothing to do with the separation of basic and applied research and is certainly not a per se criticism of the former. Nonetheless, the continuing discussion,\textsuperscript{13, 14, 15} regarding the crisis in the humanities is clearly a symptom of the fact that faced by accelerating knowledge progress and ever more complex theoretical and practical topics, fragmented science is becoming steadily less able to formulate complex questions, complete profound analyses and develop differentiated theses and suggestions that accommodate all objective interconnections.

Instead it can be stated that the relevance of scientific work even for the theoretical discourse within the scientific community is declining in step with increasing specialization and the formation of scientific niches. Visionary concepts based on long-term or even utopian approaches, which generally demand that existing limits be ignored and prohibit the erection of new micro-disciplinary barriers, are therefore becoming rarities.

Lorraine Daston, the respected science historian, has stated that paradigm-breaking innovation arises mostly at the overlapping edges of different disciplines\textsuperscript{16} and in fact there are only a few significant examples of systematic, interdisciplinary group formation. The best of these is life sciences, where experts in molecular biology, biotechnology, robotics, biomedicine, biophysics, biomechanics, genetics, neuroscience and other disciplines have decided to work together in various combinations. This strategy has led to an incomparable success story, as at present life sciences probably constitute the world’s most powerful field of research from the viewpoint of potential capacity for the shaping of our civilization’s future.

\textsuperscript{13} Levine, Peter, Nietzsche and the Modern Crisis of the Humanities, State University of New York Press, Albany, 1995.


\textsuperscript{15} Gutting, Garry, The Real Humanities Crisis, The New York Times, November 30, 2013, \url{http://opinionator.blogs.nytimes.com/2013/11/30/the-real-humanities-crisis/?_php=true&_type=blogs&_r=0}

\textsuperscript{16} Daston, Lorraine, keynote speech at the European Forum, Alpbach, 2012.
next best example is provided by experimental physics, where theoretical physics, quantum mechanics and quantum optics join forces.

### 2.2 Art Meets Science Meets Arts

I believe that it is no coincidence when researchers from both these areas state that they need visualization for the enhancement of their theoretical models and that they profit from communications with artists. Anton Zeilinger, a leading expert in experimental physics, even went so far as to demonstrate his teleportation experiment, which is based on quantum mechanics and optics, at the dOKUMENTA (13) in Kassel, the world’s most important exhibition of contemporary art. In a response to these signs of the times, in 2011 the University of Applied Arts Vienna established an “Art & Science” master’s degree program and graduates from this university presented a widely acclaimed experiment at the international Vienna Art Fair (VIENNAFAIR), using DNA for the storage and recall of visual information.

It is also imperative to note that the “invisible hand of the market” is even preparing to seize command in the art system. The art market is booming with parties and selling as the main purpose of the numerous art fairs, from Miami to Basel, from Dubai to Hong Kong and from Beijing to Sao Paulo. Artworks are assuming the role of shares, art collectors are slipping into the role of equity dealers and the artists themselves are occasionally taking the role of traders, as Damien Hirst demonstrated with an auction in New York on September 15, 2008. By bypassing his dealers, Hirst brought more than 200 of his own works to Sotheby’s and earned USD198 million through this single auction. Ironically enough, Lehman Brothers collapsed on the very same day.

In fact, reports about art can be reliably expected when auctions bring record results such as USD 58 million for Jeff Koons’ Balloon Dog, USD105 million for Andy Warhol’s Silver Car Crash and USD142 million for Francis Bacon’s Freud Tryprichon. And all this money in 2013 alone.

Naturally, art is also a significant economic factor away from the auction rooms, especially in the tourism area. However, as far as public consciousness is concerned such sensational headlines often serve to conceal the social value of art above and beyond its financial importance. “The economic importance of the arts is increasingly appreciated, but to consider only the financial impact of cultural activities is to produce a distorted picture of their actual value to society.”
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Art can also help to swim against the tide, "bear witness, . . . express trauma and catharsis," and assume the form of collective memory and the sadness born of loss due to conflict.\textsuperscript{21} Niklas Luhman points out that: "It has always been the task of art to deliver descriptions of the world, or offer it forms that do not coincide with those that already exist."\textsuperscript{22}

Einstein stated that: "Imagination is more important than knowledge." And who had the imagination to foresee moon flight? It was neither John F. Kennedy, nor the NASA. It was Jules Verne, in his book "De la Terre à la Lune", written a century earlier.

The neuroscientist Wolf Singer points out that when developing new theories scientists use criteria that go far beyond logical conclusions and that these criteria lead to the language of the arts: "In the case of a scientific theory, one knows that it is correct long before it is proven because it is aesthetically pleasing. Or put another way, not because it is inherently consistent, but simply because it "feels right". In this connection one employs criteria that go far beyond what one can call logical conclusions." The neuroscientist is convinced that: "Everything that uses non-rational language such as the fine arts, music and the dance, communicates a form of knowledge that cannot be transported by rational language." [...] However, the language of art must be learned for this purpose.\textsuperscript{23}

The breakthrough from the geocentric to the heliocentric model arrived with the invention of the central perspective in Renaissance painting, which was somehow necessary in order to find a way of viewing the world from a fixed central point in space.

The paintings of Seurat (Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) can also be seen as pixelled pictures, a technique or technology that would be used some 60 years later for television.

And isn’t it kind of amazing, that Van Gogh’s painting of a starry night seems to show patterns of earth magnetism? (Fig. 2.3)

In his paintings, Picasso disassembled the visual and intellectual interrelationship between material, form, time and space with the result that a person or object disintegrates, or we see them from different viewpoints at the same time. Picasso’s paintings predate Einstein’s theory of relativity by a few years, as well as Heisenberg’s discovery that the more precisely a particle’s position is measured, the less precisely one is able to determine its momentum.

Uncertainty was thus the paradigm-breaking topic at the end of the nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century in both the arts and the sciences.

The twentieth century transformed the planet, or at least large parts of it, from a world of certainty into one of questions and doubt. And as far as influencing this view of the world was concerned, the arts played a role that was least equal to that

\textsuperscript{21} Christoph-Bakargiev, Carolyn, in dOCUMENTA (13), Das Buch der Bücher, Catalogue 1/3, Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2012, p 301 f.


of the sciences. In fact, when one studies the parallelisms between artistic and scientific history, the fundamental upheavals in music, the visual arts and design, and the paradigmatic shifts in physics, psychology and medicine in the early twentieth century make particularly plain the interactions between what are apparently separate spheres.

Of course this does not at all mean, that Giotto and Brunelleschi were more important than Copernicus. Of course not, that George Braque, Pablo Picasso and Arnold Schoenberg were the pioneers of quantum physics. But it is precisely the quantum physics which has shown us that there is more than just direct and linear connections between time and place, between cause and effect. It is not least about something that you can rewrite with a holistic aesthetic and intellectual climate in a
society, a cultural climate, which artists and their way of looking at the world significantly impacted.

In any case this shows clearly how the power of science and the arts can multiply when the two enter into a constructive exchange in awareness of both their own strengths and identity, but also of the synergetic potential for social effects above and beyond citation indices and artistic market rankings. These random examples prove beyond doubt that the arts can contribute to creating an atmosphere or zeitgeist that is able to fertilize science and technology in a variety of ways.

Indeed, art and science, two sisters of the human spirit that in the course of history have become separated, are now showing an increasing tendency to enter into an active interrelationship, whereby the initiative would appear to emanate primarily from the artistic rather than the scientific side. In the arts, a fascination for the tapping into new possibilities for artistic work predominates, while in the sciences certain reservations remain. These relate to the anxiety that too great a rapprochement with the arts could have a negative effect upon the “seriousness” of the scientific community. This relates closely to the view that science stems from the brain and art from the gut. And that science has something to do with precision and planning, and art with coincidence and intuition.

In fact the history of both the arts and sciences is a saga of errors and accidents, and at the very latest, since Heisenberg we know that the world of the natural sciences does not function according to the conventional concepts of exactitude and precision. Leonardo da Vinci, who in his time influenced the worlds of science, technology and the arts, is alleged to have stated with regard to his painting and not his activities as a scientist and inventor: “I paint with my brain and not with the brush.” Furthermore, Edward Wilson, one of the founders of socio-biology writes: “A good scientist must work like a bookkeeper and think like an artist.”

Nonetheless, one fundamental difference does exist between art and science. “Change and renewal in the sciences always bring the contradiction and substitution of existing knowledge, or at least its expansion and supplementation. In other words, they fill knowledge gaps. Thus the difference between science and art is that aesthetic progress does not invalidate what has gone before. The discoveries of Copernicus rendered those of Ptolemy obsolete, but Picasso neither refuted Van Gogh nor reduced his significance.”

Therefore, in the arts change automatically implies expansion, while innovation in the sciences means both supplementation and replacement in the sense of the state of the art (still the current term for the respective latest technology!).

2.3 Innovation and Arts

Innovation is increasingly becoming the new no.1 political slogan. Innovation as a panacea for saving the world’s ills, but perhaps first and foremost, as a cure for its economy. Whatever the truth, political slogans must always be subjected to careful analysis. And in this case, the task is to uncover the actual meaning of the word innovation within the aforementioned context.

From Schumpeter to current definitions, innovation is seen as meaning the introduction and dissemination of new and improved products, processes, systems and devices for commercial use. Only a small few classify achievements relating to our social existence such as law, music, literature, painting, dancing, democracy, human rights, schools, universities, hospitals, museums and theatres as belonging to the innovation system.

Government documents show clearly the current direction: “With an ageing population and strong competitive pressures from globalization, Europe’s future economic growth and jobs will increasingly have to come from innovation in products, services and business models. This is why innovation has been placed at the heart of the Europe 2020 Strategy for growth and jobs.” (EU Commission)25 And on the White House website one can read: “President Obama’s Strategy for American Innovation seeks to harness the ingenuity of the American people to ensure economic growth that is rapid, broad-based, and sustained. This economic growth will bring greater income, higher quality jobs, and improved quality of life to all Americans.”26 Innovation is therefore seen primarily in terms of a direct economic interdependency.

Prior to the Industrial Revolution in the mid-eighteenth century, no one could have imagined that within a few decades, first Europe and subsequently the USA and parts of Asia would go through a profound and lasting economic and social transformation affecting both working and living conditions. Inventions based on the use of mechanical processes altered radically both the means of production and travel, and large sections of the population lost both their occupations and income. Traditional trades and skills, like those of the weavers disappeared, while new professions arose along with increasing social inequality.

Similarly, the digital revolution of the twentieth century has not only reshaped production processes and communications, but also changed fundamentally our perception of the world. For those members of the global population with access to digital information technology conventional, fact-based knowledge is no longer the master key to power, but instead the processing and linkage of information. At the same time, the global differences relating to the availability of digital information have resulted in a previously unknown imbalance in the distribution of power. In addition, owing to the exponential acceleration in the speed of quantitative
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26 http://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/economy/innovation
knowledge production (see above) not only is the gap between those with and those without knowledge, and between those with or without access to the linkage of data becoming ever larger, but also this inequality is gaining in permanence. Social differences are solidifying and are being “inherited”. It is becoming increasingly difficult for anyone that once falls behind to ever make up the resultant leeway.

In addition to “innovation society”, the terms “knowledge society” and “knowledge economy” are in increasing use. Knowledge is not only growing in volume, but is also playing, or rather could play, an ever-greater role in the development of our societies but additional knowledge alone is insufficient. In the meantime, the expansion of knowledge per se has become somewhat more of a problem rather than a solution. Our brains have myriads of nerve cells, but their simple multiplication does not enhance our memory capacity. Instead, of decisive importance are the synapses, the links between the nerve cells. It is these that enable the potential of raw information to be employed productively. For example, when the brain of a pedestrian crossing a road receives optical information from the eyes that a car is approaching, this alone is insufficient to establish the existence of a potential danger and initiate measures that would appear to be worthwhile and in the pedestrian’s interest. Moreover, although as a result of the structure of its nerve cells the eye is capable of transmitting the image of the car, this remains useless irrespective of the degree of resolution. It is also of no help when such information remains isolated in the visual centre of the brain. In fact, what is vital for the survival of the pedestrian is the ability to assess the speed of the vehicle, estimate the extent to which it poses a fundamental danger (a capacity that small children do not yet possess) and allow this potential danger to find expression in other regions of the brain. The pedestrian then decides as to whether an accelerated stride is required, or if a leisurely pace will suffice owing to the fact that a marked crossing is being used in a country that in this situation allocates pedestrians rather than drivers the statutory right of way. This is a simple example, but nevertheless the possibilities are immensely complex. Of decisive importance are the quality and reaction speed of the links, the synapses, between the individual cell regions.

2.4 The Limits of a Knowledge Society

The knowledge society presents a similar behavioural pattern. The links formed by the lines of communication between the various branches of knowledge determine the degree of effectiveness of know-how within society. Without a sufficient number of functional knowledge synapses, irrespective of their height, the know-how towers remain isolated and self-referencing (Fig. 2.4).

In the 1950s Marino Auriti wanted to build a huge tower of knowledge, the Encyclopaedic Palace of the World, where all the world’s knowledge should be stored. It never was built not only it became clear that even at that time the tower already would have been to small. Today for a lot of disciplines such a tower would
be too small even for a single scientific discipline. Auriti’s model, shown at the Biennale di Venezia in 2013, reminds of Breughel’s Tower of Babylon (Fig. 2.5).

The Tower of Babel did not fail owing to structural presumption or even more to being an expression of human hubris, but rather an underestimation of the complexity of the task in hand and the resultant communications requirement. It was the “Babylonian linguistic confusion”, or in other words the babble caused by the inability of a large number of experts to communicate, that caused the Tower-of-Babylon-project to collapse.

Cultural techniques are basic structures where a society is built on. Like organisms need the cell structure to take form and grow, any society needs members with mastery of cultural techniques. Social life, politics, economy, they all need this basic structure. To date, reading, writing and calculating continue to be regarded as the most important “cultural techniques” for the functioning of society in general and the economy in particular. They occupy a central position in education. Indeed, the empowering of as many sections of the population as possible with an ability to employ these tools without difficulty was a major prerequisite for the industrial society. And not least, the introduction of general compulsory education in various
countries, which coincided roughly with the development of industrial societies from the second half of the eighteenth century onwards, had the objective of making a basic version of these “cultural tools” available on a broad basis.

At the close of the twentieth century and the onset of the digital revolution, the canon of the cultural techniques originating from the industrial age was supplemented by the ability to communicate digitally. Those lacking skills in this respect were and are regarded as digital illiterates with social exclusion and a shortage of employment opportunities in the labour market as a consequence.

Today, on the eve of a “creative revolution”\textsuperscript{27} that is essential for the society and economy of the twenty-first century, the task is to further expand the canon of cultural techniques by the addition of creative skills:

– Imaginative and associative abilities
– The recognition of coherences that are not immediately apparent
– Problem-solving and critical thinking

– Thinking in terms of alternatives
– The questioning of the status quo
– Communications and teamwork
– Recognition of the fact that there are various perspectives
– Recognition of the fact that there are forms of communication other than the verbal and the promotion of an ability to employ them

It is here that art comes into play for as early as 1995, the UNESCO pointed out that: “If ever there was a need to stimulate creative imagination and initiative on the part of individuals, communities and whole societies the time is now. The notion of creativity can no longer be restricted to the arts. It must be applied across the full spectrum of human problem-solving.”

The US Secretary of Education, Arne Duncan, justified the demand for an increase in art teaching as follows: “Education in the arts is more important than ever. In the global economy, creativity is essential. Today’s workers need more than just skills and knowledge to be productive and innovative participants in the workforce. Through the combination of knowledge and creativity, they have transformed the way we communicate, specialize and do business.”

Owing to the underlying principles of art, persons with an artistic affinity, or in other words, people who in whatever form engage with the arts, possess far greater chances of underpinning the acquisition and consolidation of the characteristics and abilities that are collated under the term “creative skills”, than those sections of the population that remain oblivious to the arts.

The reason is obvious for while science attempts to explain the present world, art attempts to create new ones. “Works of art do not represent “reality”, “the real world” or “everyday life”, even if these terms are assumed to bear a specific or meaningful reference. Rather, art creates new realities and worlds. People receive and conceive in the light of narratives, pictures and images. This is why art is central to politics, just as it is central to social relationships and beliefs about nature. . . . Because they create something different from conventional perceptions, works of art are the medium through which fresh meanings emerge.”

The issue is therefore the power of imagination, which the production and analysis of art demand from both artists and recipients. The ability to transform imagination and information in both an intellectual and an emotional sense is also involved because: “Successful works of art enhance, destroy or transform assump-

tions, perceptions and categories, yielding new perspectives and changed insights. ... they can transfigure experience and conception.”

For Chus Martínez, the head of the curating department of the dOCUMENTA (13), the essence of art, or better said, of art research, is not found on the basis of art, but by thinking through it. “Today, art is located in a space, which is uniquely fertile for the interrelationships of fields of knowledge that otherwise would never overlap. The situation is similar to that which Gaston Bachelard sought to describe in his introduction to “The Poetics of Space”. Such space appears where the logic of causality gives way and another principle, that of the echo, takes effect.”

Art and subsequently creative skills are thus vital catalysts which can assist the operationalization of the ever-faster growing plethora of specific knowledge beyond the narrow limits of the specialist scientific community.

The current knowledge explosion does not automatically mean progress with regard to understanding. It requires associative strengths and inner networking. And the manner in which art demands and promotes associative thinking is clearly demonstrated by a work from Yoko Ono:

Swim as far as you can in your dream. Away from
your home
your mate
your children
your pets
your belongings
your work place
your colleagues.
See if you drown, or survive.

When one reads the above, inner images immediately start to form and chains of association begin to grow. Not least because art locations, irrespective of whether these be places for art reception or institutes for art education, are competence centres for the development and application of associative powers. It is precisely because working with the power of awaking associations is an artistic domain that plays a key role in the creation of a system of synapses between the monolithic towers of knowledge in our fragmented scientific landscapes.

2.5 The Renaissance of Renaissance

The task is to overcome the current monopolization of innovation by the technological sector. That innovation possesses and has always possessed an affinity with art and culture is something that has become erased from the public consciousness.

31 Edelman, 52.
32 Martínez, Chus, in dOCUMENTA (13), Das Buch der Bücher, Catalogue 1/3, Hatje Cantz Verlag, 2012, p. 60.
This remains clear with regard to the Renaissance and it is no accident that today there are currents that bear the title “Renaissance 2.0”.

Singapore’s national strategy for example is entitled “Renaissance City” and this recourse to the term “Renaissance” is not representative of a historizing or even romanticizing attitude, but rather the expression of a future-oriented strategy of implementing art and culture as a motor for social and economic development.

“Renaissance Singapore will be creative, vibrant and imbued with a keen sense of aesthetics. Our industries are supported by a creative culture that keeps them competitive in the global economy. The Renaissance Singaporean has an adventurous spirit, an inquiring and creative mind and a strong passion for life. Culture and the arts animate our city and our society consists of active citizens, who build on our Asian heritage to strengthen the Singapore heartbeat through expressing their Singapore stories in culture and the arts.”

And Singapore is not the only but an excellent example for giving a city or region a new vision and thus a new identity by relying on the power of the arts – apart from economic effects. In 2006 the Government of Seoul released the “Vision 2015, Cultural City Seoul”, a 10-year masterplan to transform Seoul into a culturally rich city.

Chinese authorities announced in 2006 that 100 new museums would open before the Olympics, and that by 2015, it planned to have 1,000 new museums throughout the country such that every significant city in China would have a modern museum.

The vision of the West Kowloon Cultural District project is to “develop an integrated arts and cultural district with world-class arts and cultural facilities, distinguished talents, iconic architectures, and quality programs with a must-visit appeal to local and overseas visitors, capable of making Hong Kong an international cultural metropolis.”

Abu Dhabi is despite various economic challenges about to realize a major cultural investment, which will include a cultural centre with institutions designed by the biggest names in architecture and art – Louvre Abu Dhabi by Jean Nouvel, Guggenheim Abu Dhabi by Frank Gehry, Saadiyat Performing Arts Centre by Zaha Hadid, Maritime Museum by Tadao Ando, and Sheikh Zayed National Museum by Norman Foster, a biennial exhibition space, arts schools and an art college. This obviously on the long run not only will have impact on Abu Dhabi’s global economic competitiveness but also has the potential to change a society, which is so far not at all influenced by the ideas of intellectual and cultural enlightenment.

In Glasgow government turned the image and the social as well as economic life of this city by realizing the vision “to make the development of our creative drive, our imagination, the next major enterprise for our society. Arts for all can be a reality, a democratic right, and an achievement of the twenty-first century”.

---

34 http://www.nac.gov.sg/docs/resources/2_finalren.pdf
Looking at the city of Detroit, once being a national pride, now a bankrupt city with a broken identity and full of social and economic problems it seems that a cultural strategy for Detroit would be the only realistic chance to recover again. Although these examples do have a clear economic aspect it would be shortsighted and it therefore would not work limiting the strategy to only supporting creative economy. For changing the identity of a whole social and economic environment which means changing a society entirely, it does make little sense to set up an oasis for creative economy within the economic sector. What is need is culturalizing the society instead of commercializing culture. What is needed is to increase creative literacy within the society.

2.6 So What? 37

1. Spread creative literacy throughout the entire society

In the post-industrial societies necessarily heading towards creative innovation societies, creativity should replace shareholder value as the guiding societal value. Therefore creative skills need to become the central cultural techniques. Creative literacy and the ability to reading the languages of the arts need to be spread throughout the entire society for economic reasons on one hand and for widening the societal participation in the system of the arts on the other hand.

Peter Weibel argues, that the artist is merely a player, who in the social field of culture disseminates the following hypothesis: “Respected critics, gallery owners, curators, collectors, please view this work which I have produced as art. For it is not so much the artists who specify when a work of art is an artwork, or is an artwork of relevance that possesses certain characteristics, but to a far greater extent the institutions and personages of artistic society.” 38 For Weibel art constitutes a social construction and the artist is simply a player in the cultural field. The artists are the first observers, namely observers of the products of others, e.g. artists and scientists. The social instances and institutions of the artistic community represent the second observer tier and they observe the artists. The result of this recursivity is art. Observers are also a product of the social construction of culture. They influence the artwork and vice versa, and in turn are influenced by other observers. Therefore, the observer is caught in a loop. Art is the result of this observer loop, feedback mechanisms and opinions. Thus observers are a link in a chain of cultural feedback. 39

37 Miles Davis asked this paradigmatic question with his music, re-inventing his interpretation of what music can be nor for the last time in his life.
38 Weibel, Peter, Kunst und Demokratie, s. 45, in: Patrick Werkner, Frank Höpfl (Hg.), Kunst und Staat, Huther & Roth, Vienna 2007.
39 Weibel, Peter Kunst und Demokratie, p. 47f,
Following this approach the key for the role of art within a society is the grade of the involvement in this feedback chain. Bourdieu has pointed out that access to the arts demands access to a receptive code, the existence of which has the function of consciously dividing social systems, as art and art consumption: “Are so brilliantly suited to the fulfilment of the function of legitimizing social differences.”40 The power of the arts within a society is limited if the access to the reception codes for the arts is limited. Widening the access to these reception codes is – or should be – a question of education in order to increase the power of the arts for larger parts of our societies.

The visualization of the role of art as a communicator of values, a public commitment to the production and reception of art as a value per se, and the integration of artistic creativity as a factor of equal standing in interdisciplinary innovation are necessary points on the agenda for the prosperity and development of democratic societies.

2. **Banish quantification as an inappropriate scale for assessing universities**

We live in a culture of answers. And in order to be able to measure and evaluate answers simply and quickly, the questions must be as straightforward as possible and leave no room for differentiated responses or anything resembling discursive, process-oriented formulation. By contrast, the complexity of our societies and the challenges that they face demand a culture of questions and assessment. The recognition of the interesting and important questions, the selective evaluation of differing interdependencies and approaches to solutions is far more meaningful than quick, simple and ostensibly valid answers. Nonetheless, the culture of the correct and the incorrect is becoming increasingly dominant, even in the universities, as is clearly exemplified by the advance of multiple choice tests, which are not only to be found in the economic sciences, but also medicine and even parts of the humanities. Universities and indeed entire education systems are being evaluated, compared and rated on the basis of answers adjudged to be right or wrong, knowledge and skills called up in isolation, and bibliometrical as well as other statistical data. PISA as evaluation system for secondary education and various rating and ranking systems for higher education dominate and change the understanding of the mission as well as the development of educational systems and institutions. Only what can be quantified is relevant.

In this regard, art and the universities of art occupy a special position, for in spite of various intrusions (e.g. lists of the “most important” artists) they have been able to largely avoid the global ranking trend. On the whole, universities of art remain a bulwark of reflective thought and action. Perhaps this relates to the fact that as opposed to the sciences, art does not suggest to itself or its environment that: “We can explain the world.” Art has a completely different approach

and neither the task nor the ambition to elucidate the world, but instead to
challenge the real and create new realities.

Indeed it is not only contemporary art’s innovative forms and media that
demand the creation of new meeting-places and types of encounter between
artists and recipients, and between art and society.

3. **Educate specialists in defragmentation**

No doubt: innovation, based on science and technology will be dominating
future developments even more and even faster than in the past. But science and
technology will also more than ever need creativity and the arts as the mother
tongue of creativity to make the big leaps rather than the small steps towards the
future of our civilization. And not only this: Art has the power to innovate, to
strengthen societies only by being art itself. There was no time in human history
without art. And this was not just because art is beautiful, no art was and is
necessary if we don’t want to be frozen in the ices of utilitarism and technocracy.

Our socio-political, economic and scientific systems are in a situation of
rapidly growing complexity and fragmentation. Of course we need specialists
in the sciences, specialists for certain challenges in our societies, but we also
need experts to build bridges between the towers of highly specialized knowl-
edge in high-bred academic and societal niches. This is a difficult task and
occasionally one has the impression that there is more to it than merely
establishing communications between the sciences and arts by means of the
translation of their respective languages. The far greater problem presents itself
when the question arises as to whether or not the means with which the other
party expresses itself actually constitutes a language at all, and whether com-
munications between the artistic and scientific systems are possible, as basically
both are hermetically sealed.

The key for meeting this challenge lies – as so often – in the education system.
Not isolated specialized knowledge alone is the basis for innovative strength, but
flexibility, the ability to think and act in interdisciplinary and intercultural
contexts, bridging different spheres of thinking, crossing borders, questioning
existing intellectual as well as behavioral habits, arriving at with new scenarios
and producing amazement with its own work. This is the domain of the arts.
Therefore interaction between arts, economy and technology systematically
should be implemented on all levels of our education system.

After all: In our fragmented and even confusing world it is time to educate
interdisciplinary innovation experts: Specialists in de-specialization. Which
means utilizing the benefits of specialization by interconnecting people and
ideas, seeing something together, which has not yet been seen together, recog-
nizing the effects of contexts, uncovering correlations that are not arbitrary. We
cannot waive specialized expertise. But in addition, the world urgently needs
people with translational creative skills, people who are able to bridging the
islands of specializations.
4. (Re-)connect teaching, learning, research and dissemination of art and science

This connection is not provided by the current educational system, for although parts of the Central European university system champion the ideal of the linkage of research and teaching, it is rarely experienced in practice. The principle of learning through research is therefore diluted/relativated through a change of the term into research-led learning, which means that that those that teach should also carry out research, but that the process of learning and the learners on the one hand and research on the other are largely separated. Universities of the arts need to step into the field of artistic research and aesthetic innovation not leaving the field for the art market in defining the direction of the development of the arts.

The term “museum” derives from the Greek word “museion” and these institutions found their most significant manifestation in the Museion of Alexandria. However, as opposed to many of the museums of today, Alexandria was not a temple for artistic and scientific worship, but rather a “laboratory” where art and science were further developed with the support of the knowledge stored in the library. Therefore, a museion was not a forum for artistic veneration, but cultural development and what today one would call interdisciplinary networking. In this sense museums have to be re-defined as rather educational institutions in the service of societal development and enlightenment by innovating and disseminating the arts than being parts of the tourism industry with primarily economic indicators for their performance. Not effectivity in economic terms must be on top of the evaluation scale but societal effectiveness. Systematic institutional collaborations between museums universities (of the arts) and other cultural institutions or groups are indispensable not only for increasing the power of research and defining the meaning of the arts but also for giving answers to changes in artistic methods and media. Without adopting the forms – and institutions – for disseminating artistic production into the society the effects of limited access to the reception codes and thus exclusion from participating in the system of the arts as observer will get larger – what on the other side again has effect on the artists and the meaning and content of artistic production. The arts – and especially “new” forms and media of the arts like media art, performance art, interactive digital art need to break the borders and spatial limitations of galleries, museums, theatres and concert halls and clubs. The concentration on these locations causes not only spatial limitations but also limitations in the impact of the arts. It need not be a rule that we are flooded from images wherever we go but the reception of art limited to defined “places of the arts”

5. Infiltrate and penetrate the educational system and social life with the arts

In our society, which is characterized by the specialization and fragmentation of the industrial revolution, strict parallelism between science, economics and art continues to predominate. However, in actual fact our (knowledge) society demands the recognition of the interrelationships between the various disciplines. Therefore, our society has a need for bridges. Bridges that are supported
by artistic design knowledge and creativity as indispensable cornerstones of social and scientific development. And bridges that form a synergetic link between art, science, economics and society. Creative innovation labs should be employed to generate the required interdisciplinary synergies between science, economics, arts and the related access points for the creation of models and theories. For apart from analogous thinking and visualization competence, the ability to deal with uncertainty, complexity and diversity predestines artists to act as “role models”. The language of art will thus supplement those of science and economics, in order to create fresh space for thought and action.

The interdisciplinary interaction based on experimental thought between students, teachers, researchers and businesspersons, as well as selective communications with a broad, interested public will open up fresh potential in a world characterized by a combination of rapidly accelerating disciplinary knowledge production, increasingly complex problems and rising demands with regard to approaches to change and solutions.

Referring to many studies on science history as well as brain research and statements of education experts John Eger, Professor at San Diego State University comes to the conclusion that “It is now increasingly apparent that arts and art-infused, interdisciplinary and project-based initiatives will be the hallmarks of the most successful schools and universities and, in turn, the most-successful and vibrant twenty-first-century communities and regions.”41 The University of Applied Arts Vienna in Austria already started several interdisciplinary and trans-disciplinary undergraduate and graduate programs and research initiatives, like Transmedia Arts, Trans-Disciplinary Arts, Art & Science, Social Design-Arts as Urban Innovation and a Innovation Lab with focus on the communication and interaction between the arts, science, technology, politics and economics. While some Art Schools in Europe and the USA stepped into this field of interdisciplinary curricula within the Arts, the paradigmatic change of traditions by combining artistic disciplines with humanities, science and technology still is missing. The reason for this can be found in the current system of evaluating and valuing the performance of a university, department or school: as long as acceptance and success within a single discipline is the main performance indicator, interdisciplinary activities will neither be in the main focus of university leaders nor of researchers and teachers.

Maybe this target should be aimed by following the pattern of the twentieth century when the educational system and social life were infiltrated by economic and technical content. The driving force for penetrating curricula with economic and technical content were economic interests which were implemented by politicians who saw that the needs of industry require more economic and technical skills and knowledge. Interestingly enough, the education system played little part in the penetration of society by digital communication skills. To a far greater degree “digital literacy” was fostered initially by the games

---

industry and then subsequently by the industry-supported spread of mobile telecommunications and the triumphal progress of the so-called digital, social networks based on youth culture trends.

2.7 Mind the Focus

While we are now faced with the fictionalization of reality (money, assets and liabilities are largely fictitious financial constructions), the arts works with the idea of realization of fictions. For the arts values and visions are not disruptive factors for the operating system, but necessary working basis which – after the ages of renaissance and enlightenment – no longer function as dogmas but can be fought, weight against each other but also can be linked together.

Yes, the arts are a bulwark against the aggression of the banal in our increasingly meaningless desert of hectic economism. With the arts, also understood as a creative and communicative tool for social innovation, the value of values beyond a pure economism can be brought into societal consciousness again. And yes, this is in the interest of the arts as well as in the interest of the economy which both need to mind the focus of their work mode (Figs. 2.6 and 2.7).

So, where are the visionary politicians and lobbyists who are working on penetrating the twenty-first century education system and the whole society with the arts, realizing that the innovation society and innovation economy is the only alternative for the post industrial society and economy? The traditional

Figs. 2.6 and 2.7 Mind the focus (Imagecredits: G. Bast 2014)
understanding of literacy and illiteracy is mainly deriving from the needs of industrial societies and industrial economies. This does not fit to the needs of a creative innovation society. What now is queried and evaluated by PISA or university ranking systems is disregarding new the acquisition and application of skills and knowledge in the creative innovation age.

The Arts – contemporary arts – must come into the centre of our societies – again. Not instead, but in addition to museums, galleries and opera houses. Not by refraining from artistic autonomy but by reading autonomy in a contemporary context of democratic societies. Not by replacing the classical standards of literacy but by additionally placing value on creative skills and translational knowledge. It is time to regain the societal confidence in the power of the arts! It is time to change the focus of values from mere economic growth towards creative growth based on visions for future societies.
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